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Top Pregnancy Complication Codes for OBGYN 

InHealth Professional Services 

Steve Adams 770-709-3598 
Normal First Pregnancy 

      *Z34.0_  The fifth digit is the trimester 

Normal 2nd Pregnancy and Beyond 

     *Z34.8_   The fifth digit is the trimester 

*Never use Z34 codes with a primary “O” code 

 

Supervision of High Risk Pregnancy Codes 

Advanced maternal age - Primigravida 

    O09.51_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation     

Advanced maternal age - Multigravida   

                      O09.52_  The sixth digit is the trimester 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Pregnancy resulting from assisted reproductive technology, first trimester    

      O09.81_  The sixth digit is the trimester 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

   Previous pre-term labor patient 

     O09.21_ Sixth character is trimester 

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Miscellaneous Complications of Pregnancy 

 

Anemia Complicating Pregnancy 

       O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     O99.01_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Benign Tumor of Uterus during pregnancy 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

      O34.1__  The fourth digit is trimester 

       Z3A._ _  Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 
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Decreased fetal movements  

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O36.81_0 The sixth digit is the trimester  

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Diabetes in pregnancy 

Preexisting Type 1 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

                   O24.01_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

       Preexisting Type 2 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

                 O24.11_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     Z79.4  Long-term (current) use of insulin 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

       Gestational Diet Controlled 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

O24.410  Gestational diabetes mellitus in pregnancy, diet controlled 

       Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

     Gestational Insulin Controlled 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O24.414 Gestational diabetes mellitus in pregnancy, insulin controlled 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

   Gestational Oral Hypoglycemic Controlled 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester  

O24.415 Gestational diabetes mellitus in pregnancy, controlled by oral hypoglycemic drugs 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 
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HTN in Pregnancy   

Preexisting HTN  

       O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

      O10.01_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

     Gestational HTN without significant proteinuria 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

O13._  The fourth digit is the trimester 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Obesity complicating pregnancy, first trimester  

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     O99.21_  The sixth digit is the trimester 

      Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

      E66.01  Morbid (severe) obesity due to excess calories 

Z68.4_  Fifth digit will be one of the following:  

       1 = 40.0-44.9 BMI 

       2 = 45.0-49.9 BMI 

       3 = 50.0-59.9 BMI 

       4 = 60.0-69.9 BMI 

       5 = 70.0 or greater BMI 

Placenta Previa 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O44. _ _ Fourth Character: 

       1 = complete with hemorrhage 

        2 = Partial without hemorrhage 

           3 = Partial with hemorrhage 

           4 = Low lying placenta without hemorrhage 

        5 = low lying with hemorrhage 

           Fifth character is trimester 

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 
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Preterm Labor 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O60._   Fourth character is trimester 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Previous C-Section 

Low transverse C-Section Scar from previous pregnancy 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O34.211  Maternal care for low transverse scar from previous cesarean delivery 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

    Vertical C-section Scar from previous pregnancy 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

  O34.212 Maternal care for vertical scar from previous cesarean delivery 

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Rh Negative Antibodies 

Maternal care for anti-D [Rh] antibodies 

    O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

    O36.01_0 The sixth digit is the trimester  

    Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 

Twin Pregnancy 

     O09.89_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     O30.00_ The sixth digit is the trimester 

     Z3A._ _   Last two digits correspond with weeks’ gestation 


